Oblique propagation of the spin-electron acoustic waves in degenerate magnetized plasmas is considered in terms of quantum kinetics with the separate spin evolution, where the spin-up electrons and the spin-down electrons are considered as two different species with different equilibrium distributions. It is considered in the electrostatic limit. Corresponding dispersion equation is derived. Analytical analysis of the dispersion equation is performed in the long-wavelength limit to find an approximate dispersion equation describing the spin-electron acoustic wave. The approximate dispersion equation is solved numerically. Real and imaginary parts of the spin-electron acoustic wave frequency are calculated for different values of the parameters describing the system. It is found that the increase of angle between direction of wave propagation and the external magnetic field reduces the real and imaginary parts of spin-electron acoustic wave frequency. The increase of the spin polarization decreases the real and imaginary parts of frequency either. The imaginary part of frequency has nonmonotonic dependence on the wave vector which shows a single maximum. The imaginary part of frequency is small in compare with the real part for all parameters in the area of applicability of the obtained dispersion equation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin effects are among the quantum effects studied in plasmas [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The separate spin evolution (SSE) model, where the consideration of electrons with different spin projections as different species is assumed, provides more detailed description of spin effects in plasmas in compare with the single fluid models of electron gas [9] [10] [11] [12] . Majority of papers on the SSE in quantum plasmas contain application of corresponding hydrodynamic model [9, [12] [13] [14] . There is a paper on the kinetic model with the SSE [15] . These papers [16, 17] deal with the single fluid kinetic model of electrons, but different distributions for electrons with different spin projections are introduced at the derivation of the equilibrium distribution functions.
Spin effect is not a single quantum effect existing in plasmas. The quantum Bohm potential and exchange interaction are currently under consideration in electronion and dusty plasmas (see for instance [18] ). A difference between the group velocity and the energy velocity of plasmonic waves on metal-insulator waveguides appearing due to the Bohm potential is demonstrated in Ref. [19] . A brief review of quantum kinetic theories of plasmas with fully degenerate electrons is presented in Ref. [20] , where a model considering the dynamics of the Fermi surface is described.
One of the main consequences of the SSE is the spinelectron acoustic wave (SEAW) [9] . Its existence is related to the difference of the partial pressures of the spinup and spin-down electrons. If the SEAW propagate par- * Electronic address: andreevpa@physics.msu.ru allel to the external field it exists as a longitudinal wave. Therefore, the spin-spin interaction and the equation describing the spin dynamics does not contribute in the properties of the SEAWs. Waves of similar nature are studied in condensed matter physics [21] , [22] .
A significant influence of the spin polarization on the amplitude and width of the acoustic dark soliton (presented in terms of the scalar potential of the electromagnetic field) is found for the magnetized electron-ion plasmas in Ref. [23] . It is demonstrated that the increase of the spin polarization leads to the increase of the module of the soliton amplitude. The Raman threewave interaction for the pump wave (O-mode), sideband Shear Alfven wave, and the electron plasma perturbations, is considered in terms SSE-QHD equations. It is found that the nonlinear growth rate is suppressed due to the spin effects [24] . Ion-acoustic shock wave propagation in dense magnetized plasmas with relative density effects of spin-up and spin-down degenerate electrons is studied in Ref. [25] , where the transition from shock with oscillatory trails at its wave fronts to the monotonic shock structure is studied. The parametric role of the spin density polarization ratio is described.
Kinetic models describe details of system evolution in the momentum space. It reveals in a description of the Bernstein modes in the magnetized plasmas. Kinetic models explain the Landau damping of plasma waves. Electron Bernstein modes are waves with the frequencies close to the the harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequencies n | Ω e |. They exist at the wave propagation perpendicular to the external magnetic field. They disappear at the changing of the propagation direction towards direction parallel to the external field. The transverse part of the electric field in the Bernstein is small in compare with longitudinal part. Hence, the Bernstein modes can be described in the electrostatic approximation. There are the cyclotron waves which are purely transverse waves.
Spin dynamics together with the anomalous part of the magnetic moment of electron leads to the fine structure of the cyclotron waves. It reveals in the splitting of each cyclotron wave on three closely located branches of spectrum. The kinetic model of degenerate electron gas presented in Refs. [16] , [17] does not show influence of the spin dynamics on the Bernstein mode spectrum. Moreover, there is an extra spin caused transverse wave which is called the zeroth cyclotron wave [4] , [17] . This wave has frequencies of order of 0.001Ω e , where Ω e is the electron cyclotron frequency. Different kinetic models of spin-1/2 quantum plasmas can be found in Refs. [26] , [27] , [28] .
These results are based on the trivial equilibrium distribution functions of the spin-1/2 particles, where x− and y− projections of the spin distribution function are equal to zero. The first step in the analysis of the quantum kinetic model with the non-trivial equilibrium distribution functions is presented in Ref. [29] .
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the kinetic equations are presented. In Sec. III the dispersion equation for oblique propagating longitudinal waves appearing at the solution of the linearized kinetic equation is presented. Its simplified forms for waves propagating parallel or perpendicular to the external magnetic field are presented either. In Sec. IV the spectrum of the SEAWs propagating parallel to the external magnetic field is discussed. In Sec. V different regimes for the oblique propagation of the SEAWs are described. In Sec. VI a brief summary of obtained results is presented.
II. QUANTUM KINETIC MODEL FOR SPIN-1/2 PLASMAS
Basic description of the real and imaginary parts of SEAW spectrum can be done in the electrostatic approximation which does not require equation for the evolution of the spin-distribution function. Hence, equations for the scalar distribution functions are presented below.
Kinetic equations for the scalar distributions of electrons with s-spin projection are derived in Ref. [15] 
These equations contain x− and y−projections of the vector (spin) distribution functions of all electrons (S e,x and S e,y ).
Kinetic equations are coupled with the electrostatic limit of Maxwell equations
and ∇ × E = 0, where n es = f es (r, p, t)dp. The step functions of different width are applied for the equilibrium distribution functions of degenerate electrons with different spin projections.
where p F s = (6π 2 n 0s ) 1 3h , and s = u, or d. The spin polarization is caused by the external magnetic field. It leads to the traditional equation for the spin
where ε F e = (3π 2 n 0e ) 2/3h2 /2m is the Fermi energy. The spin polarization can be caused by the inner interaction in the material as it happens inside of domains in ferromagnetic materials. In this case, an effective magnetic field B ef f combines with the external magnetic field B ext .
Presented here kinetic equations are obtained by the method of quantum kinetics [15] which is a generalization of the many-particle quantum hydrodynamic theory (MPQHDT) [1] , [2] . The MPQHDT aims a representation of exact microscopic quantum dynamics of the physical system in terms of collective variables, such as the concentration n(r, t) (number of particles in the vicinity of the point of space), momentum density (current) j(r, t), energy, pressure tensor, quantum stress tensor for the particles with the short range interaction [30] , etc. The MPQHDT gives evolution of exact functions. This evolution happens in accordance with the chosen Hamiltonian modeling considering system. However, the MPQHDT makes no averaging. Replacement of the many-particle 3N −dimensional wave function with the collective variables requires almost infinite number of the collective variables. It gives obviously impossible task. Therefore, this is the step, where some approximations are required. Part of information about system is lost if a finite number of collective variables is chosen. However, it leads to a solvable model giving required properties of the system. Quantum mechanics is interpreted in terms of probability. However, presented description in terms of collective variables provides no additional probabilities which can be met in many works on statistical physics, where canonical ensembles are introduced via "classical" probability (see for instance recent work on quantum plasma [31] ). From technical point of view the introduction of the additional "classical" probability can be useful. However, it clouds our understanding of relation between two classes of models: wave function (microscopic model), where focus is on the dynamics of quantum particles, and collective functions (mesoscopic model), where focus is on the local evolution of characteristics of all system (or its mesoscopic parts). 
III. LINEARIZED KINETIC EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Equilibrium condition can be described by the nonzero scalar distribution functions f 0eu , f 0ed , and an external magnetic field B ext = B 0 e z , but E 0 = 0. Assuming that perturbations are monochromatic which means that functions δf eu , δf ed , δE, can be presented as amplitude F Au , F Ad , E A , correspondingly, multiplied by e −ıωt+ıkr , we obtain a set of linear algebraic equations relatively to F Au , F Ad , E A . Condition of existence of nonzero solutions for amplitudes of perturbations gives us a dispersion equation.
As it is demonstrated in Ref. [15] erate plasmas with the SSE has the following form: (4) where v z = v cos θ, v ⊥ = v sin θ, k z = k cos α, k x = k sin α, and J n (x) are the Bessel functions. The derivation of the dispersion equation (4) applied the standard techniques [32] , [33] . Dispersion equation (4) 
and J 0 (0) = 1. This regime is considered in Ref. [15] , where the following equation is derived and studied:
Equation (6) describes two wave solution: the Langmuir wave and the SEAW. Consider opposite limit, the regime of wave propagation perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Thus, dispersion equation (4) simplifies to
where
Ωe sin θ) sin θdθ parameters which do not depend on the frequency ω. Equation (7) shows that the SSE does not change number of solution of the dispersion equation in the regime of perpendicular propagation. Hence, the number of waves is not affected by the SSE, but form of spectrum is modified.
IV. PROPAGATION OF SEAW PARALLEL TO THE EXTERNAL FIELD
Consider results for the SEAW propagation parallel to the external field. Following Ref. [15] consider the regime of intermediate phase velocities kv F u ≪ ω ≪ kv F d . Hence, equation (6) can be simplifies at the application of equation (18) for the term describing spin-down electrons and equation (17) with n = 0 for the spin-up electrons. Keeping major term in the expansion find the following simplified dispersion equation
In considering regime, real part of the SEAWs spectrum is obtained from equation (8) 
In the long-wavelength limit it simplifies to the linear spectrum ω R = (ω Lu v F d / √ 3ω Ld )k. Equation (8) has an imaginary part. Hence, the frequency is complex that leads to the Landau damping of the SEAW:
At ω ω R0 ≪ ω R0 . It demonstrates that the damping is small. Hence, it is meaningful to deal with propagation of the SEAWs.
V. OBLIQUE PROPAGATION OF THE SEAWS IN THE LONG-WAVELENGTH LIMIT
Apply equation (4) for the analysis of the oblique propagating waves and focus on the long-wavelength limit. To this end, the Bessel functions are expanded in to the Taylor series. Consider the first term of the series only:
n /n!. After expansion of the Bessel functions and integration over the angle θ, equation (4) The regime of further expansion of logarithmic functions presented by equation (15) in Appendix A depends on the value of frequency.
Next, let us consider a regime, where the frequency is close to a harmonic of the cyclotron frequency: a u ≪| n 0 − ξ |≪ a d for a fixed n 0 , hence a u ≤ a d ≪| n − ξ | for all n = n 0 . It requires considerable difference between a u and a d which can be reached at the large spin polarizations η ≥ 0.9.
If n 0 = 0, the following dispersion equation is found as the corresponding limit of equation (15) 1 where
1/3 κ, and ξ → 0 is placed in the last term. Presented here consideration of n = 0 leads to the oblique propagating SEAW described above for the regime of propagation parallel to the external magnetic field.
Derivation of the dispersion equation (11) is performed up to the n-th harmonic. However, there is no need in extra calculation for generalization of equation (11) for estimation of the higher harmonic contribution in the spectrum of the SEAWs.
Let us compare different terms in the last group of terms in equation (11) . It can be seen that the increase of the number increases the denominator ∼ c n [n!] 2 , where c n increases with the increase of n as it can be seen from the explicit form of coefficients c n . Moreover, each term is proportional to a
is small either, since the long-wavelength is considered. Therefore, terms with larger numbers n give negligible contribution in the SEAW spectrum.
Dropping the second and third terms in the third group of terms in equation (11) and keeping the first term in the last group of terms in equation (11), we find an analytical solution for the real part of frequency of the oblique propagating SEAWs:
The long-wavelength limit is under consideration, so it leads to the following approximation of equation (13) 
Including imaginary term in equation (11) by the iteration method, we find the following solution
These equations show approximate behavior of the SEAW frequency. This estimation of the imaginary part is found by the iteration method assuming that the imaginary term in equation (11) is small. Solution (14) is in agreement with applied approximation if system has high spin polarization 1 − η ≪ 1.
Simultaneous decrease of the real and imaginary parts of frequency at the increase of angle α can be seen from equation (14) .
All figures demonstrate real and imaginary parts of frequency of the SEAW. Each of them is obtained for three directions of wave propagation (α = 0, α = π/4, α = π/3). The small values κ < 0.1 of the dimensionless wave vector are presented in all figures since the longwavelength limit is considered. Fig. (1) , with η = 0.8, and different values of λ, shows that the increase of the wave vector decreases the real and imaginary parts of the group velocity dω/dk = dξ/dκ. It is noticeable at the small λ. Moreover, the increase of angle α leads to simultaneous decrease of real and imaginary parts of frequency in accordance with approximate solution (14) .
Analysis of Figs. (1)- (7) shows that the decrease of parameter λ at the fixed spin polarization η leads to the decrease of the real Reξ and minus imaginary −Imξ parts of frequency. Small change of frequency is found at transition from λ = 5 to λ = 0.1. Relatively larger change of frequency is observed at the further transition to λ = 0.01. It is noticeable for small values of λ (λ ≪ 1). This behavior corresponds to equation (13) . Decrease of the spin polarization η at the fixed parameter λ leads to the increase of the real Reξ and minus imaginary −Imξ parts of frequency. It is also in accordance with equation (14) .
Mentioned above effect that the increase of angle α leads to simultaneous decrease of real and imaginary parts of frequency is correct for different values of η and λ as it is follows from Figs. (1)- (7).
Fig. (1) is obtained for the relatively small spin polarization η = 0.8, relatively chosen area of research, where η → 1. In this regime, the damping ∼ −Imξ is rather high since −Imξ/Reξ ∼ 0.1. Shifting to the area of larger spin polarization, corresponding to the area of better applicability of equation (11), we find that the damping decreases. At η = 0.9 and λ = 0.01, presented in and Reξ = 10 −3 . It gives −Imξ/Reξ = 2 × 10 −3 and shows small damping of the SEAW. Fig. (2) shows that the damping decrement Imξ is not monotonic function of the wave vectors. After reaching a maximum at an intermediate value of wave vector, the damping decrement decreases monotonically with the growth of κ. Change of the direction of wave propagation does not make noticeable changes in the position of the maximum of the damping decrement.
VI. CONCLUSION
The real and imaginary parts of frequency of the SEAWs propagating with arbitrary angle relatively to the external magnetic field have been derived. The frequency has been found in the linear approximation of the quantum kinetic model with the separate spin evolution. Regimes of small damping and large damping have been found.
The long-wavelength limit of the spectrum of SEAWs is considered numerically and analytically. Almost linear spectrum of SEAW at small wave vectors is found. With the increase of the wave vector the spectrum can reach a plateau. It has been mentioned in the literature that there is a regime, where the SEAWs have small damping at the parallel propagation. Here, it has been shown numerically for variety of parameters that the damping is small for the long-wavelength oblique propagating SEAWs. Details of the imaginary part of spectrum are studied. A nonmonotonic behavior of the imaginary part of frequency has been found, where single maximum has been observed. Position of the maximum on the wave vector axis does not depend on the direction of wave propagation. It does not show dependence on the spin polarization either, but heavily depends on the ration of the Langmuir frequency to the cyclotron frequency λ. For instance, transition from λ = 0.01 to λ = 0.1 shifts the position of the maximum from κ = 0.01 to κ = 0.8. However, the amplitude of the maximum depends on the spin polarization and on the direction of wave propagation. 
where Ln(n) ≡ ln n − ξ − a s cos α n − ξ + a s cos α .
If a s cos α ≪| n − ξ |, we find an approximate form of function Ln(n):
Ln(n) ≈ −2 ∞ l=0 1 2l + 1 a s cos α n − ξ 2l+1 (17) It is enough including l up to l = n in each group of terms.
At | n − ξ |≪ a s cos α, we obtain another well-known expansion Ln(n) ≈ −πı − 2 n − ξ a s cos α 1 + 1 3 (n − ξ) 2 a 2 s cos 2 α .
